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Tivoli’s effortlessly portable
Andiamo audio system
Compact Bluetooth speaker is the perfect travel
companion for music lovers on the move…

The Andiamo is the first model from Tivoli Go, a collection of portable
Bluetooth-enabled audio systems designed for easy access to music
when on the move. Wrapped in a premium Italian leather strap and
carry handle, the beautifully compact Andiamo uses easy, high-speed
Bluetooth 3.0 pairing to transform audio files and streams from any
smartphone into fabulous full-range music.
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Within its durable aluminium cabinet
complete with perforated speaker
grille, a custom 2.5” full-range driver
and coaxially aligned 3” passive
radiator are driven by an ultraefficient 20W amplifier, which is
governed by advanced 24bit DSP EQ
to generate detailed audio dynamics
on a scale that belies the Andiamo’s
bijou dimensions.
A re-chargeable lithium battery
designed to exploit Bluetooth 3.0’s
enhanced power control provides up
to 20 hours of playtime. There’s also
a 3.5mm mini-jack for analogue
sources. To complete the minimalist
styling, and for enhanced tactility,
push-controls over power, volume
and Bluetooth pairing are embossed
on the leather strap and activate
sensors beneath.
Features
! Durable aluminium cabinet with a

perforated speaker grill
! Italian leather strap and carry handle
! Leather embossed control buttons

! Up to 20 hours’ battery play time
! Auxiliary input
! Black cabinet with black strap or

silver cabinet with tan strap

! 20W system with 24-bit DSP EQ

! Power – 12VDC, 1A (12W)

! Simple Bluetooth 3.0 pairing

! Weight – 0.72 kg

! 7.2V, 2600mAh Lithium-Ion

! Dimensions - 135 mm Ø x 55 mm H

rechargeable battery
Availability: July 2018
Typical retail price (inc VAT): £189.00
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